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YEAST 101
Controlling Yeast 

& its Flavours 
Compounds



TODAY we will be covering

1. What is Yeast?
1. Basic Biology
2. Fermentation 

basics
3. What does a 

yeast like 
4. What does 

yeast not like

2. What flavours 
do Yeast 
produce?

1. Fusels
2. Esters
3. Phenols
4. Off Flavours
▹Diacetyl & 
Acetaldehyde

3. Controlling 
flavour production

1. Fermentation 
Temperature

2. Pitching rate



DISCLAIMER!

Today we are going to be going over the basics of these 
different flavour compounds

We are going to be covering lots of content and therefore 
glancing over large amounts of detail that are system or 
strain specific

We will have 2 chances for questions
1. After section 2
2. At the end 



1.
What is Yeast? The permanent 

employee of the 
month!



“
Yeast

Your #1 Employee, Always

Yeast is by far the most crucial 
component of all fermented alcoholic 
beverages

Without yeast there is no alcohol…….and 
arguably then no point!

Yeast is rather complex so we are going 
to go over how it works



“
Yeast - Basic form



“
Yeast - Basic form



Yeast - Near True Form

It gets more 
complicated 
but for our 
needs that 
is 
unnecessary 



Yeast - Near True Form

It gets more 
complicated 
but for our 
needs that 
is 
unnecessary 



The Basic Inputs

Sugar
▸ mainly simple 

sugars produced 
during the mash

▸ Yeast will 
consume up to 
maltotriose*

▸ Main precursor 
for ethanol

Amino Acids (FAN)
▸ These are the building 

blocks for protein
▸ Mainly composed of 

FAN, peptides, and 
small chain proteins

▸ All derived from the 
malt

▸ Main precursor for 
flavour compounds 
(Good & Bad)



Different Yeast

There are many different types of yeast!

Common examples:
Clean Ale: clean - Cali, American Ale, Sterling
English ale: Fruity & estery - Vermont, Foggy, Eng 1, etc
Lager: dryer cold ferment - Isar, autobahn, etc
Belgian ale: phenolic, spicy and dried fruit
German Wheat ale: Spicy and Banana
Belgian Wit: Fruity & Spicy - Fruity Wit, Classic Wit
Saison: Dry, Spicy and estery - Old World Saison, 
Spooky Saison, Saison Maison, etc





What Makes Yeast Happy/Healthy

Yeast Health is crucial to good beer
The happier your yeast is

The better they will perform
The better your beer.

Additionally, unhappy/unhealthy yeast cells are the 
cause of many unwanted flavours in beer. 

Happy yeast = no off flavours

A better way to think of yourself is not as a brewer 
but as a “Yeast Farmer”



What Makes Yeast Happy/Healthy

Yeast cells need a few basic things
1. Consistently fed/stored minimally

a. They do not like to be stored
i. In storage cells consume their version of fat 

(glycogen) which is finite
b. Using a culture sooner is always better

i. Think of it like a steak - the chance of 
something going wrong increases the 
longer it is in the fridge

Yeast starters can help repair unhealthy/damaged 
cells



What Makes Yeast Happy/Healthy

Yeast cells need a few basic things
2. Proper Nutrition

a. Feeding should have high FAN and sugar (wort)
i. 1.040 (10P) All malt wort will be more than 

sufficient
b. Oxygen in order to produce proper internal 

compounds

Yeast starters are great for “aerating” your yeast 
cells before pitching them into the wort!
▸ We need the cells to have access to oxygen - oxygen 

in the starter is just as good as oxygen in the wort!



What Makes Yeast Happy/Healthy

Yeast cells need a few basic things
3. Not placed into stressful environments

a. High ABV beers = stressful
i. Alcohol (just like to humans) is toxic to yeast 

cells
ii. Their cells like our bodies are able to tolerate it

b. Temperature fluctuations = stressful
i. Every fluctuation Is similar to getting a toddler 

in and out of a snowsuit - it's stressful
c. Lack of nutrients

i. Don't use cells from high corn/rice beers



What Makes Yeast Happy/Healthy

I have found that many people make this topic Much 
more complicated than it needs to be

▸ Feed your cells frequently
▸ Give them proper nutrition
▸ Don't put them in a stressful environment

Be good to your cells and they will be good to you :) 

Do unto others (yeast) as you would 
have them do unto you



2.
What flavours do Yeast 

produce?



“
Yeast

General Principle of flavour compounds

Like many things in life -
the output is based on what you put in

All flavour compounds are manipulatable 
based on what you provide to your cells

Input = Output



“
Yeast

What flavours does it produce?

In general - there are 4 main compounds
1. Fusel alcohols
2. Esters
3. Phenols
4. Off Flavours

a. Diacetyl
b. Acetaldehyde 



“



Fusel Alcohol

Fusel alcohols are often described as a stress response 
which is mostly true!

-Healthier yeast cells are less likely to produce 
them

Fusels are mainly produced from yeast cells breaking 
down FAN for nutrients - Healthy cells need to do this less

Fusel alcohols are actually stressful for yeast cells - they 
don't like them! And actively try to remove them (more 
later)





Let's look at 2 beers
1. Belgian Golden Strong (BGS)
2. Barleywine OR Imperial Stout

Both are about the same ABV, however, the BGS has 
a much lower amount of fusels!

This is because of the sugar added to the BGS which 
is lower in FAN. 

Less FAN = less fusels
More FAN = more fusels

Fusel Alcohol - Example #1



Light Lagers
Ever noticed how light lagers almost never have fusels?

This is mainly due to the fact that these beers are 
50% rice or corn which if very low in FAN

This poses some issues for yeast cells as the FAN can dip 
so low that they are underfed

Less FAN = Less Fusels 
As long as the cells are healthy

Fusel Alcohol - Example #2





How do we control fusels
2 main things to consider

1. Control your FAN levels
a. More FAN = more fusels
b. Less FAN = less fusels

i. Too little will cause other problems
2. Keep your yeast cells healthy

a. Stressed yeast require more FAN = more 
fusel

b. Healthy yeast require less FAN = less fusels

Fusel Alcohol - Summary



Why do yeast cells produce esters?
Esters are produced by all yeast strains, however, the 
type of esters produced will be different

The reason yeast cells are thought to produce esters 
is mainly as a means of attraction

the more smelly they are the more likely the yeast is 
to survive

Esters





Esters

Esters are all produced through the same process 
known as Esterification

This is the process of an Acid (Acetyl CoA) & an Alcohol
(mainly fusel alcohol) bind to form a smelly ester!



Esters

How do we get different esters?

The simplified version is that
Different yeast strains produce different fusel alcohols 

based on their needs/genetics
These different fusels are what form the different esters we 

see across strains

More Fusels ~ More potential Esters 



Esters - Summary

Esters are governed by several inputs, however, 
aeration is the most impactful

As a generality 
the more oxygen = the more esters

This is why 
open fermentation (more oxygen) = more esters
Carboy fermentation (less oxygen) = less esters

Yeast starters (more oxygen) = more esters
Old yeast cells (less oxygen) = less esters

Fresh yeast (more intercellular oxygen) = more esters



Diacetyl - pass the fake butter

Much like fusels - this is a byproduct of growth and is 
always going to be produced

The BIG DIFFERENCE is that we can get rid of it!

This naturally occurs at the end of fermentation, 
however, trying to determine if it has been completed 
can be tricky

For this, we have the Forced Diacetyl Test





Forced Diacetyl Test



Acetaldehyde 

Much like Diacetyl - this too is a byproduct of 
fermentation with a wide range of flavour
▸ Low dose = “something is off, but can't describe it”
▸ Medium dose = “rotting fruit/melon”
▸ High dose = “fake green apple”

Acetaldehyde is very dependent on the beer around it 
and it is most commonly picked up as a \

“something is off…...but I don't know what it is”





Questions?



3.
Controlling flavour 

production

Of your Beers Flavour



“
Yeast

General Principle of flavour compounds

Like many things in life -
the output is based on what you put in

All flavour compounds are manipulatable 
based on what you provide to your cells

Input = Output



Controlling flavour compounds
There are 2 main variables for control

1. Fermentation Temperature
2. Pitch Rate

a. Cell health

Both of these variables can be reduced to a single principle

Each yeast cell is only able to complete a certain workload 
under the specified conditions

Working past this standard workload will result in errors 
(unwanted/negative flavour compounds)



Think like a yeast

It is very useful as we jump into this 
conversation to try and put yourself in 

the mindset of a yeast cell

Nerdy I know

This will very much so help you 
understand how what you do influences 

the cells and their actions



Human asked to do 
something quickly

Yeast fermenting 
quickly (high temp)

Likely to produce 

more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Fermentation Temperature

In general - the colder the ferment the cleaner the beer

This is due to the cells being able to do things slower and 
more completely with less waste or error

Producing off flavours is not what yeast cells want to do 
- it is less efficient

A colder, slower ferment (especially at the beginning) 
results in a cleaner beer,  ALWAYS



Pitching Rate

Pitching rate: The number of yeast cells added per 
Litre per degree Plato of wort

The numbers for this range from 0.5-2.5 million 
cells/degP/mL

Question for the homebrewer 

Who has a microscope?
Who knows how many cells they are adding?

No one?



Pitching Rate

(I would not recommend a homebrew have a 
microscope or cell counter…….that silly)

Pitching rate isn't a very useful measure for 
homebrewing due to a lack of tools

We can still use principles from this to improve our 
beers!



Pitching Rate

Pitch rate is based on the prior principle

Each yeast cell is only able to complete a certain 
workload under the specified conditions

Working past this standard workload will result in 
errors (unwanted/negative flavour compounds)

This results in the following
Less cells = more fermentation required for each cell 
present resulting in more off flavours!



Humans with large 
workload

Yeast consuming a lot 
of sugar (high S.G.)

Likely to produce 

more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Pitching Rate

If our cells are stressed/sick

This results in the following
Stressed cells = less efficient fermentation resulting 
in more off flavours due to leaky or improper ferment



Human with lack of 
sleep

Yeast with Poor Diet

Likely to produce 

more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Sick Human Poor Health Yeast 
(Low viability)

Likely to produce 

more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Pitching Rate

If our cells are completely Fresh 
(Homebrew pitch or starter)

This results in the following
Perfect health cells = more efficient fermentation 
resulting in less off flavours due to more complete 
proper fermentation



Very Healthy Human
Arnold Swarchenegger 

(in the 80’s)

Fresh yeast cells

Less Likely to 

produce errors

Cleaner Beer!
Less fusels, VDK 

and carbonyl

Less errors and 
mistakes 



For those keeping track…..

You may have noticed that we had skipped 
phenols…..

For a good reason

Phenols are strictly an Input = Output

Fermentation temp and pitch rate are 
effectively irrelevant



Phenol flavour control - clove control

The main phenolic compound in beer is 4VG which is 
produced from ferulic acid

The more ferulic acid the more 4VG

Ferulic acid is mainly found in wheat, oats, spelt, etc

The more we add, the more we get out - simple as that



Phenol flavour control - clove control

But wait - I have noticed differences in phenols with 
ferment temp!!!!

This is not due to phenol changes
Increased ferm temp = more esters = Less perceived phenols
Lower ferm temp = less esters = More perceived phenols

Phenols stay the same - balance of the flavours is altered
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Questions?


